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REVOLUTIONARY:

From now on Safexpert
will inform you which
section of a new standard
has replaced the
respective section of the
previous standard!

SAFEXPERT CHANGE ASSISTANT

One click and the applied sections of a standard are updated
For more than 20 years Safexpert has been providing support in answering the following
questions:
•
•
•

Which projects are affected due to modifications in standards?
Are the standards applied in my project still current?
Are the documented solutions for the risk mitigation still current?

New feature in Safexpert 8.6: The Safexpert Change Assistant
The new function “Change Assistant” contains unique features that have not pre-existed in that manner
worldwide.
Display changed sections of standards
Yes, you were right in your reading: Safexpert
does not only inform about changed standards.
Now you will also find out which section in
particular was replaced by the respective
section of the successor standard.
This helps you to adjust your solution to the
state of standardization in a very efficient way.

Comparing contents of standards
When having valid licenses for the old and the
new standard Safexpert will show you both
standards via one single mouse click side-byside at the right place. This facilitates the
verification of your safety-related measure and
the eventually required adjustments.

It has never been that easy
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to adjust a risk assessment to
the new state of standardization!
1. Long-standing available functions
Safexpert is the relivable solution for CE-marking and risk assessment with regard to the Machinery and
the Low Voltage Directive. Additionally, Safexperts has been assisting for many years in providing an
overview in terms of standard changes in risk assessment and the overall CE-process.
1.1

Safexpert Update Wizard

With the help of this tool, you update your company favourites based on our updated standard-related
data on the Safexpert Live Server. At the end of the update process, Safexpert shows a list of all current
projects that are affected by changes in standards. Via mouse click Safexpert informs every affected
person by e-mail. In that way Safexpert provides communication support from the Official Journal of the
EU towards every single workplace.
1.2

Safexpert Status-Check and filter functions

Once a project is opened, Safexpert informs which of the standards applied are no longer current and
names the successor standards. With the help of a special filter function in the risk assessment you can
find all relevant measures where a meanwhile withdrawn standard has been applied.
1.3

Safexpert risk assessment

Within a measure the column “status” displays which standards have been withdrawn or changed:

Figure 1: Applied standards or other documents for the development of a solution and their status
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2. NEW feature: Safexpert Change Assistant – this is how it works
Whenever standards are modified, responsible persons need to verify in the individual case whether the
documented measures for the risk mitigation still correspond to the state of standardization. For this
purpose, some important questions need to be answered:
•
•
•

What is the name of the successor standard?
Where can the applied section be found within the new standard?
Has the content of the section been changed?

The clarification of those questions can be exhausting and time-consuming! From now on Safexpert
offers the new function “Change Assistant”. This helps you to handle those tasks via mouse click within a
few seconds:

Figure 2: The column “status“ reveals which standards are no longer current. In the context menu you open the new window Change
Assistant “
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Via the menu item “Open Change Assistant” you enter the new function:

Figure 3: Adjust the measure to the new requirements and update all changes in standard with the help of one mouse click.

In the Change Assistant you recognize at first sight:
•
•
•

The applied sections of a standard when elaborating the solution.
The adequate section of the successor standard.
The degree of change.

The degree of change is added by the editor of the data product. The currently available degrees of
change have the following meanings:
Degree of change
To check

Unchanged
Text change
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Meaning
Based on the section-related information between predecessor and successor
standard you verify on your own whether content-related changed have occurred.
Hereby the function “compare documents“ provides support (see 2.1).
Neither the title nor the content of the section have changed. This facilitates any
testing whether your solution is still current.
The title or/and the content of the standard have been modified in the new section
in comparison to the predecessor standard.
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This data represents valuable additional knowledge in terms of standards. In the future we will offer such
knowledge as “Safexpert Knowledge Base Products”. You can find further details within section 2.4 of
this document.
2.1

Comparing sections of standards as full documents

In case you have purchased the full text document of the standard (https://www.ibf-solutions.com/en/cesoftware-safexpert/standards-and-data-packages), you can open the old and the new standard via
mouse click directly side by side at the right place:

Figure 4: The time-consuming search finally comes to an end! Safexpert displays the texts of both standards side-by-side via one single mouse click

In this way you will find the adequate standard sections extremely fast. Afterwards you compare both
standard sections and verify effectively whether the satety-related measure still fits. If not, you adjust the
solution directly within the window “Change Assistant” to the state of the new standard.
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2.2

Data-related relationships

The most important facts at first: all your project-related data remains shut within your data base! The
status analysis of modified sections occurs within your Safexpert Version locally based upon date of your
internal data base. Via Web-Service Safexpert only obtains the required data for the selective analyses
of updates.

Figure 5: The IBF data management or our SECOM experts update the data on the Safexper Live Server. Safexpert makes use of his meticulously prepared and
continuously updated data for digital analyses. Your project—related data within the Safexpert data base always remains shut!

In order to make the digital analyses deliver correct and current information for your projects, the
document structure data on the Safexpert Live Server must be kept continuously current. This is made
sure by employees from our department “Data Management“ or specifically selected SECOM-experts
(see www.ibf-solutions.com/secom).
Twice a day we verify whether new lists of standards have been published within the Official Journal of
the EU. If that occurs, our employees bring the data update on the way as soon as possible. Quite often
our data is already update before the changes are published on the EU homepage.
Parallel to that, in collaboration with our long-lasting partner “Austrian Standards”, once a month we
update our stand of standardization as well as our standard packages.
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Which modules do you need?

2.3

In order to use the new Change Assistant, you require:
Safexpert 8.6 in the package “Compact” or “Professional”
The Data package Machinery Directive (EU), so that the standards/ standard sections applied for
the risk mitigation can be inserted
The corresponding new Knowledge Base product “Document Structure (Group) according to
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC” (see 2.4)

•
•
•

Note: If you already own Safexpert, within the menu “System“ under “Options“ in the section “License
overview“ you can find all relevant information to your already licensed modules.
2.4

Safexpert Knowledge Base Product

Since the version Safexpert 8.4 we offer the product group “Knowledge Base Products”. This group
comprises specially prepared data products, which can be turned into digitally current knowledge. For
the new function “Change Assistant” the following Knowledge Base Products are available:
New Knowledge Base Products

Art.-Nr.

License fee
[per user per month] *

Dokumentenstruktur (Gruppe) nach Maschinenrichtlinie
2006/42/EG

4016-SE-MLDE

5,00

Document Structure (Group) according to Machinery
Directive 2006/42/EC

4016-SE-MLEN

5,00

*Will be billed on an annual basis!

What we will handle every month:
•

•

•
•

In a very meticulous manner, we have subdivided all harmonized standards (in German and English)
that are listed in the Official Journal of the EU with regard to the Machinery Directive into their single
sections and added them to our Knowledge Base. Altogether, we are speaking about approximately
2,000 standards with almost 200,000 (!) sections.
Since 2016 we have also subdivided about 400 successor documents in German and English into
their sections and included them within the data base. In addition to that we have captured which
section of the successor document replaces the corresponding section of the predecessor document.
This data constitutes the data basis for the new Safexpert Change Assistant!
Our experts will undertake this work for all successor documents in the future.
And the best comes at last: for all successor standards contained within this package, since
2020/12/01 our data managers compare the contents of the old with the new standard section by
section. If the title or the content of a section has been changed, the data set receives the attribute
“text change”, otherwise “unchanged”. If the section applied has not been modified, this indicates that
the documented solution based upon the predecessor standard still may be valid. Therefore, this
data tremendously facilitates the update process of your risk assessment!

Note: Even provided that a standard has not been published within the Official Journal of the EU yet,
you already benefit from our data. The document obtains the status “adopted/ratified, intended to be
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published as harmonised standard”. Hereby you find out right in time that the standard is supposed to be
changed in the future. This helps to reduce adoption costs if you intend to launch your product after a
possible transition period of applied standards on the market!
This is revolutionary! Why?
Our particularly edited standard-related data involves that Safexpert can not only provide information that
a standard has changed”

From now on Safexpert will provide information whether a section of a
standard has changed and which successor section replaces the
equivalent of the predecessor!
Knowledge Base Products as a personalized license
In the field of digital knowledge management, it is all about advising only those persons regarding certain
events and their effects on projects, who do have a relevant interest in hearing about them. Who wants
to obtain a daily incredibly long list with change information about standards that are not even in use in
any project or document?!
For the selective evaluations Safexpert requires a parallel access to the relevant document structure
data of the project participants (not to your project data, see 2.2). Therefore, we offer Knowledge Base
Products as personalized licenses.
Complementary Knowledge Base Products
Due to a central storage of additional knowledge of standards in the Safexpert Knowledge Base on our
Safexpert Live Server we have created a unique infrastructure that enables our SECOM experts (see
www.ibf-solutions.com/secom) to develop special data products and offer them via our systems
specifically to the respective target groups.
Such products may for example be:
•
•
•
•

Document structure data for certain sections of standards
Preparation of historical data for currentness checks
Special knowledge for certain sections of standards
…

Do you require document structure data for standards of other EU directives or individual standards?
Then get in contact with us! We will clarify whether we or one of our selected SECOM experts can
develop the product for you. Of course, we will clarify that without obligation.
Given that other customers are interested in the same product, you can of course save costs!
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3. An overview of your benefits
With the new function “Change Assistant” we are setting another milestone in terms of digital support in
the handling of standards. In combination with all other available functions Safexpert supports your
striving for quality in several aspects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

You maintain an overview which projects are affected by changes in standards.
Via mouse click, Safexpert informs all persons affected by those changes.
That way the responsible engineers find out which safety-related measure for a relevant
hazardous area in a certain project needs to be checked or adjusted.
When opening a project Safexpert provides information about invalid standards and informs
about successor standards.
With a specially developed filter function you obtain a clear list of all safety-related measures,
given that standards were involved in their development.
The new Change Assistant informs which section of a successor standard has replaced the
equivalent section of the predecessor.
Via mouse click you can see the two versions of the standards directly side by side on your
screen. This facilitates the comparison and the check or adjustment of your safety-related
solution.
Via mouse click you can replace all standards or their sections that you have used for the
development of your safety-related solution.

We are convinced that with the help of our solutions we can provide tremendous efforts for a modern
standard and compliance management:
•
•
•
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Save time, money and nerves during the risk assessment and during the overall project
management.
Improve the quality of your projects.
Reduce the product liability risk for you, your company and your employees and colleagues.
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